Section 8. Explanations for the List of Selected Stands and the Map of Selected Stands

The list of Selected Stands and the Map of Selected Stands are taken from, “Douglas Fir Seed Sources Field Inspection Northern Washington Volume 1, August 1991,” a survey conducted by A.M. Fletcher and A. Nanson and sponsored by the Commission of the European Communities.

Explanations of the columns in the list of basic material:

**Stand No** is composed of two parts. The numbers preceding the forward slash specify the seed zone (described in section 6) and the numbers following the forward slash specify the specific stand number.

**Map No** refers to the maps in section 9. The stands have different shading which is explained in the above mentioned report by Fletcher and Nanson. The shading in general specifies the history of how they came to be listed as a select stand.

**Local Name** is self explanatory.

**Legal Description** indicates the specific physical location of the select stand. Township, range and section are descriptors used in the land survey system used in most of the United States.

Example: Stand 231/21 is found on map numbers 28, 30, and 31; has a common name of Johns Pairie, and is located in sections 8, 9, 16 and 17 in range 3 w in township 20 N. Its identification number is 21 in seed zone 231.